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My dad, an 

Adventist 

minister and 

educator, read 

the �rst edition 

of Alden 

�ompson’s 

Inspiration and 

then burned it. 

When I asked 

him why he 

didn’t just throw 

it away, he said he didn’t want to risk that 

someone might �nd it in the trash and 

rescue it.

He wasn’t alone in his hostility to 

the book. In 1992, the year following 

the publication of Inspiration, the 

Adventist �eological Society published 

a rebuttal titled Issues in Revelation and 

Inspiration. It is a compilation by the 

brand-name-of-the-day theologians of 

the Seventh-day Adventist Church. �e 

table of contents shows point-by-point 

rebuttals of �ompson’s premises. In the 

Preface the editors wrote, “At stake is the 

very authority of the Scriptures and the 

continued existence of the Seventh-day 

Adventist people as a Bible-centered, 

Bible-based movement and church.”1

In the second edition of Inspiration, 

Alden �ompson recognizes the 

controversy when he o!ers “a somewhat 

awkward but grateful thank-you to those 

who responded in genuine horror to the 

�rst edition.”

I believe Inspiration to be one of 

the most important contributions to 

Seventh-day Adventist theology in the last 

25 years. A well-known senior pastor of 

an eminent institutional church told me 

recently that when he read Inspiration, it 

cemented his con�dence in Scriptures. It’s 

done the same for me.

Why Inspiration Was Written
One morning while reading the Bible, 

my wife noticed that Mark and John tell 

factually di!erent stories about Jesus’ 

calling Andrew and Peter. She said to me, 

“If God had dictated that incident, would 

he not have dictated the same story?” All 

of us have, in our Bible reading, run across 

versions of events with di!ering, sometimes 

contradictory, storylines or facts. �e 

variances may not be fatal to faith, but they 

are there and must of necessity inform our 

view of inspiration.

�ompson says he wrote the book in 

response to di"culties he saw his students 

experience as they tried to make sense 

of the Bible. In particular, he saw the 

impact of theories like inerrancy and 

literal dictation by God of exact words 

to writers who were mere stenographers. 

To students, and to congregations across 

the Paci�c Northwest, he had tried to 

provide a framework into which Bible 

readers could �t messages from God, 

along with the reality of the humanity of 

Bible writers, without a diminishment of 

the spiritual value of Scripture. “I got sick 

and tired of seeing students lose their faith 

when they found things in their Bible they 

didn’t think were supposed to be there,” 

�ompson writes. “So I decided to write 

a book that highlights those universal 

principles that never change … as a secure 

foundation for grappling with those things 

that do change.”2

Inspiration is a book with a distinct view 

of inspiration and, correspondingly, of the 

Bible. It is a view contrary to the theory 

of inerrancy and its other theoretical 

cousins. It recognizes inconsistencies and 

variances in the Bible, and it attributes 

those instances to human writers. Notably, 

though, this is not a faith-threatening 

book. �ompson strives to create a new 

kind of con�dence in the Bible, and for 

me, he succeeds.

Ellen White’s Views of Inspiration
In large part, �ompson bases his views of 

inspiration on Ellen White’s. He believes 

that her views on inspiration could give 

the Seventh-day Adventist Church an 

advantage within Christianity. (�ough, 

of course, her views of inspiration are also 

interpreted with di!ering hermeneutics—

something that becomes clear when 

reading the ATS rebuttal book.)

Variances about the meaning of 

inspiration go back to early Adventism. 

�ompson contrasts statements made by 

Ellen White with those in a 1911 book 

by Milton C. Wilcox, long-time editor of 

Signs of the Times:

Wilcox: “It was not the person who was 

inspired; it was the God-breathed Word.”3

White: “It is not the words of the Bible 

that are inspired, but the men that were 

inspired. Inspiration acts not on the man’s 

words or his expressions, but on the man 

himself….”4

Clearly there were, and still are, sharply 

con#icting views of inspiration within 

Adventism and, indeed, all of Christianity.

Here is a smattering of Ellen White 

quotes that demonstrate what �ompson 

found in her writings about inspiration. 

�e progression of logic in these quotes 

lays a foundation for �ompson’s 

subsequent building blocks.

• “�e truths revealed are all ‘given by 

inspiration of God’ (2 Timothy 3:16); yet 

they are expressed in the words of men.”5

• “[It is the inspired Bible writer] who, 

under the in#uence of the Holy Ghost, 

is imbued with thoughts. But the words 

and thoughts receive the impress of the 

individual mind. �e divine mind is 

di!used. �e divine mind and will is 

combined with the human mind and will; 
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thus the utterances of the man are the 

word of God.”6

• “But the Bible, with its God-given 

truths expressed in the language of men, 

presents a union of the divine and the 

human.”7

• “�e Bible must be given in the 

language of men. Everything that is 

human is imperfect.”8

During a conversation with �ompson, 

I suggested that his interpretation of Ellen 

White’s views of inspiration would tend 

to support a more progressive school of 

thought about inspiration. He responded 

that in her later years, Ellen White was “a 

#aming liberal.”

Premises of Inspiration
�ompson relies on three key premises 

as building blocks to create a conceptual 

structure of inspiration.

1. Scripture as incarnation. Not unlike 

Ellen White’s description of inspiration 

above, �ompson describes the making 

of Scripture as an act of incarnation, 

where humanity and divinity are blended. 

“Incarnation” is usually used to describe a 

blending of divine and human in a person, 

but here �ompson combines the two in 

scripture itself. �ere are two sets of inputs, 

so Scripture is a product of both God and 

humanity, each a!ecting the �nal product.

In a chapter titled “Heavenly Message, 

Earthly Vessel,” �ompson quotes White: 

“�e treasure was entrusted to earthen 

vessels, yet it is, nonetheless, from 

Heaven.”9 Combine the description of 

Bible writers as “earthen vessels” with her 

statement that “Everything that is human 

is imperfect,” and you’ll understand why 

this book is so controversial: the logical 

conclusion is that Scripture could be 

imperfect, because humans had a hand in 

its development.

Perhaps the possibility of imperfection 

in Scripture is what causes the crises of 

faith that �ompson has observed in 

students and in churches. If you hold 

that Scripture is perfect, and then you 

�nd something that appears to be an 

imperfection, your faith could be shaken 

and you could be put crosswise with your 

fellow believers who think otherwise.

2. God’s word as casebook and codebook. 

�e basic idea of casebook vs. codebook is 

that not everything in Scripture functions 

as code in the legal sense. Not everything 

is directive to the reader. Not everything 

establishes eternal precedent.

“[A] codebook is at home in legal 

circles.… A casebook describes a series 

of examples which re#ect a variety of 

responses under varied circumstances. 

None of the cases may be fully de�nitive 

or prescriptive in other settings, but each 

… could be helpful to someone facing 

similar circumstances.”10

To �ompson, just a few passages 

of Scripture are code, and the rest is 

casebook. “Except for the law pyramid 

[see below], scripture is more like a 

casebook than a codebook.”11

Casebook may include stories, 

incidents, histories, genealogies, prayers, 

poetry, prophecies, and philosophy. 

Casebook is valuable as a means of 

observing and learning from God’s 

relationships with mankind through 

history.

But casebook does not constitute 

eternally applicable or permanent 

guidance. “If we clearly de�ne scripture 

as a casebook, then we are admitting the 

Bible lays before us the many di!ering 

ways that God has guided his people in 

the past, but without making our decision 

for us.12 �ompson asserts that we have to 

use our minds and reason to understand 

what is eternal.

Believers may be reluctant to adopt 

the casebook concept out of fear that it 

may seem too open-ended and possibly 

undermine the authority of scriptures, 

�ompson concedes. Perhaps this is why 

one of the major changes between the �rst 

and second editions of Inspiration was a 

change in a chapter title that in the �rst 

edition asked the question, “Casebook 

or Codebook?” but in the second edition 

simply asserts that the Bible is both.

3. !e One, the Two, and the Ten. 

�ough much of the Bible is casebook, 

it is also codebook. �ompson proposes 

that the essential codebook portions of the 

Bible consist of the One, the Two and the 

Ten. �ese describe a sort of law pyramid. 

�e pinnacle of the pyramid is the 

enduring principle of “the one great law of 

love, which is the absolute foundation of 

God’s being and government.”13 �e One 

overarching law of love can be divided 

into the Two great commands: love to 

God and love to people. �e Two can 

be further divided into the Ten: the Ten 

Commandments. So there are three layers 

of the pyramid, with each successive layer 

adding detail. �e pyramid constitutes 

eternal principles, values, and guidance. 

�ey never change and are always 

applicable.

It is di"cult to synthesize �ompson’s 

views into a compact statement, but 

let’s use a quote from the book:  “While 

the authoritative codebook elements in 

Scripture are found in the ONE, the TWO, 

and the TEN, every portion of Scripture is 

a concrete, albeit partial, revelation of God 

in time and place. ‘All Scripture is given by 

inspiration of God’ (2 Timothy 3:16). But 

because that revelation is adapted to the 

conditions of fallen humanity, it partakes 

of the imperfections of that humanity. 

In the words of Ellen White: ‘Everything 

that is human is imperfect’ (1SM, p. 20). 
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This is not a faith-threatening book. Thompson strives to create a 
new kind of confidence in the Bible, and for me, he succeeds.
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�us ‘God and Heaven alone are infallible’ 

(CWE, p. 37).”14

A full third of the book explores the 

human element in Scripture: challenges 

such as di!erences in parallel passages, 

inconsistencies, prayers of hatefulness, 

and other such manifestations.

�ompson understands that some 

people will see his ideas as the beginning 

of a slippery slope, fearing what may 

happen if they accept that the Bible is not 

the result of word-for-word dictation by 

God. A$er all, once a person recognizes 

that faulty human elements are potentially 

in the text, where does such thinking stop? 

Here are three relevant quotations:

“By a"rming the enduring value of the 

Law Pyramid and the universal validity 

of the ONE, the TWO, and the TEN, 

protection is provided against the slippery 

slope. Other aspects of God’s revelation 

may be seen to be adapted to particular 

needs…without undermining the 

authority of Scripture as a whole.”15

“Recognizing the casebook element in 

Scripture allows apparent contradictions 

in Scripture to be seen as consistent 

adaptations of the law of love to the needs 

of individuals or groups in particular 

circumstances. Yet every adaptation can 

be seen as consistent with the ONE, the 

TWO, and the TEN.”16

“When the unity of Scripture is seen 

more in its MOTIVATIONAL focus than 

in its theoretical content, then every 

passage of Scripture has a practical and 

concrete purpose that takes precedence 

over its abstract and doctrinal value.”17

A Personal Assessment
�e proponents of various theologies of 

inspiration are quite avid in promoting and 

protecting their views. In my opinion, these 

are little more than theoretical constructs, 

due to the paucity of direct information 

about inspiration. Precious few Bible 

verses actually address the subject directly 

(though there are more from which we 

can make inferences about the process). 

�e most well-known, 2 Timothy 3:16, is 

not rich in detail about the nature of—or, 

should I say, the mystery of—inspiration. 

It says Scripture was “God-breathed.” On 

those two words entire theologies have 

been created.

I don’t know exactly what God 

breathed. Did he breathe words? If so, did 

he breathe them very slowly so the writer 

could hold the thought in mind while he 

wrote? Did God breath detailed pictures 

that the writer then drew from to create 

words? Did God breathe out a warm aura 

that created a compulsion to write? I don’t 

know. But it feels like I should allow for 

mystery in the transmission of whatever it 

was that God breathed.

It is all too tempting to develop theories 

that provide the comfort of certainty. 

�at’s why large doses of humility are 

needed when considering the nature 

of inspiration. But instead of humility, 

there is too o$en a desire to construct 

a theory of inspiration that serves to 

protect an established set of beliefs and 

presuppositions.

In a conversation I had with �ompson 

while writing this review, he related 

to me an experience that is illustrative 

of this point. He was having di"culty 

understanding why some theologians 

had opposed Inspiration so vigorously, 

and �nally he asked one of them. �e 

man explained that �ompson had used 

the “wrong method.” He had used the 

inductive method, his critic said, when he 

should have used the deductive method, 

in which you always start with what you 

know to be true. How can you read the 

Bible objectively, listening intently to what 

it says, if you start with a presupposition 

about what it says? “But with such an 

approach,” �ompson grants, “one would 

never modify an opinion or conviction on 

the basis of Scripture.”

�is incident helps pinpoint the root of 

many of the theological divisions we see in 

the Seventh-day Adventist church today. 

I fear that many Adventists may read the 

Bible to con�rm what they already believe 

rather than seeing with fresh eyes what 

it actually says. �ose are two di!erent 

experiences entirely.18

Inspiration boosts my con�dence in the 

Bible. Besides a practical and comforting 

framework for relating to the Bible, it 

is an antidote to the theory of direct 

transcription of God’s inerrant words 

dictated to mere stenographers.

Why would God need the help of 

human writers at all? Couldn’t he just 

deliver the �nished product himself? But 

God seems to always work with human 

partners, and the humanity of his partners 

shows up clearly, whether humans are 

working on behalf of God’s kingdom or 

writing about it. I cannot believe that the 

Holy Spirit installed a �lter somewhere 

between each Bible writer’s brain and 

�ngers that magically screened out any 

trace of the person’s humanity and culture. 

�e writers were creatures of their time, 

place, character, and culture.

It is precisely this aspect that Inspiration 

wrestles with so engagingly, and that 

makes it such a necessary book for us. AT
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